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ATHENIAN SEA-POWER IN 323/2 BC: 
DREAM AND REALITY 

BOOKS xviii-xx of Diodorus' Bibliotheca Historica have long been regarded, apart from 
the sections on Sicily and Italy, as closely based on the work of Hieronymus of Cardia, a friend of 
several of the leading Macedonians, and as giving a reliable, if condensed, account of the events 
succeeding the death of Alexander.'I What is said there about the obscure naval events of the 
crucial year 323/2 must then provide the framework into which any other information about 
those events is to be fitted. 

(i) xviii 9.4: 'TWEi BE' Tives K BacpviACvos ?iKov aUOrTal yay'v6TE iW T am Ekaai s Ao; PETa;k;kayfl, 
T6TE yawVEPOS 6 Sfi.IoS &aTTEKaA'yjkaTO TTPOS TOV rr6hAEpOV. 

When the messengers came from Babylon who had been eye-witnesses of the king's death, the 
(Athenian) demos came out openly in favour of the war... 

(ii) xviii 10.1-3: 'O S' 8rlIos TCOV 'Aellvaicov K...> TCOv cV K>TThVITlKcV VPPO1.EUO6VTCAOV T1lV 
avOXJav 'ayELV, TCOV 8'E 8&1I0K61ToV a'vaaEi6vrTcOv Tra TrrUetl Kal trrapaKa?XoUvTc4)V App AvwCOS EXEoaoai 

ToiJ TroA 'PoV, Trro?iV T01iS T;ki'8EuIV .nTEPE7XOV O 6l T AV -TTO';kEpov aipo EVOL Kai Tas Tpoq)aS Ei&oWeTES 

EXEIV EK TOi'J po-eo(popElv. E'V'cVs o'V 01 .PEV P'1TOPES Ta'S TCV ?TIPOT1KCOV popi as acPaTo-0fotovv-vTEs 
Eypayav yTrqpiapa TTIS KlV11S TCOV 'EXXrvcOv EkEUvEepiaS q)pOVTiaal T6V 8?IPOV Kai T'as pAy 

ppovpovpA vas W6AoTis iXEUveEpCAoat, va'iO 8A TrapaaKEVaaal TPffPEES 11V TESiaP&KOVTa, TETP~jElS 8A 
SIaKOa(aS, TTpaTEvaaaoel 8a TEraVTraS 'AOrlvaiooS ToUV S EIEXPIS ETCAV TEaacXpdaKOVTa Kal TjpEIS PEy 

q)vA&s TT1V 'ATTIK#'V T-rrapa(P1?a,TTEIV, TaS 8 
' 

ErTTa' Trpo%S TaS IJTrEpOpiovs a-TpaTElas ETo4i0Uo Elval. 
'EK1TEAPiya1 8E Ka'l 1TpE'CaEIs -TroV E'-rrEXEVCaOPEVOVS Ta? 'EXATIviSacS Tr6AEIS Kal 8l8cE'OVTaS 'OT1 Ka'l 
rrp6TEpov PEy 6 fiCpoS, TjV 'E?UN8a -rr&aaV KOlV'V ETval TraTrpi8a KpIVCV -rCov 'EXXTvcov, TOVS MTri 
SOuAEia aTpaTEVJaap.vovIJ r3ap3a'povS 1ThvvaT0 KaTa' Oa'AaaaaV Kai VIVv OIETaI8iv SEIVJVTrEp TTIS KOIVTlS 
TC6v 'EAX11vcv acoTTIpiaS Kai acopaal Kai XpT5wpaal Kai vavat TrpOKTV8IVVEV'EIV. 

The Athenian demos. .2 While the propertied men were advising no action to be taken and the 
rabble rousers3 were stirring up the people and calling on them to take up the war vigorously, those 
were far more numerous who chose war and were accustomed to make their living from service 
pay... Straightway then the rhetors gave expression to the popular intentions and drafted a decree to 
the following effect. The demos should take thought for the common freedom of the Greeks: they 
should on the one hand set about liberating the garrisoned cities, and on the other procure forty triereis 
and two hundred tetrereis,4 call up all Athenians under the age of forty, three tribes to guard Attica 
and seven to be ready for foreign service; send out also envoys to go round the Greek cities and carry 
the message that as in former times the demos, regarding all Greece as the common fatherland of the 
Greeks, had repelled at sea the barbarians who had come to enslave them, so at the present time the 
demos recognised it as their duty to risk their lives and treasure and ships in the cause of the common 
freedom of Greece. [The emphasis on naval action is to be noted.] 

(iii) The account then records the doubts of the wiser heads among the Greeks, but adds, xviii 1o.5: 

OCv pTIV &?Aka' TCOV TrpEOj3)vECOV 11TopEVOPEVCoV Tas -rro'XEl Ka'l T1i aTVV'OEI T6v A6'ycov 5EtV6'TTlTI 

1TrapoppCO,VTCA)V TUpOS TrOv Tr6ANEpov a'l TTtXE1Tiara 11Ev avvE'OEVTO Th'v avI.paXiav, at I.IEV Ka-T E'8voS, atl BE 
KaTra -rro;w 

Nevertheless, as the envoys went round the cities and roused them to war with their usual cleverness 
of speech,5 most of the Greeks joined the alliance, some on a national basis, some city by city. 

See most recently Jane Hornblower Hieronymus of quelques lignes'. The anacolouthon is perhaps accept- 
Cardia (Oxford i98 i) who speaks of the Bibliotheca as able as it stands. 
'an extensive epitome of (or more precisely a series of TeGekwrS1I6Kroishdlrspcf. 
extracts from) a Hellenistic historian'. 4 For the text and translation of this article of the 

2 Diodore de Sicile: Bibliothbeque Historique: Livre xviii decree, see below II. 
Texte 'tabl't et traduit par P. Goukowski (Paris 1978) The phrase 'usual cleverness of speech', like BrTIp6- 
(henceforward referred to as Goukowski). He says ad. KoTroi above, seems by its tone to derive from 
loc.: 'L'anacolouthe laisse suspecter une lacune de Hieronymus. 
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(iv) When Antipater heard of the Greek revolt, xviii 12.2: 

6ve3EUWEV ?K TjS McKESoviaS iI OEETTaxiav, cUpTrrapoaTrAo0VToS aUT&c TOU acTroou TraVToS, OV 

rTTEaCTAKOcbS jv 'AA^avSpoS l-TapaTrEiJovTa -rr7rOoS Xp paTp&V ?K TCOV paoi?lKCOv erONaupcv Els 

T'rV MaKE?oviav, oUaCov TrOV Tracov Tplifpcov AKa-rTO Kai EKxa. 

He set out from Macedonia to Thessaly accompanied by the whole squadron which Alexander had 
sent to convoy a consignment of bullion from the king's treasury to Macedonia, being in all IIO 
triereis.6 

(v) After describing the Greek successes7 against Antipater on land, Diodorus gives a brief and 
dismissive summary of the Athenian defeats at sea in the summer of 323/2, on which the outcome of 
the Greek challenge to Macedon ultimately turned, xviii I5.8-9: 

Kai Tra pIV KaTa TOUS "EAArlvas ?v TroiauTaot EurlEpials uO-qpXE. Tcav 86 MaKE86vcov eOaAacaoKpa- 
TOiUVTCOV oi 'A)rvaol TrrpoS Taris vrrapXouvais vaucaiv a\caS KaTEcKEUaaaV, &)UTE yEVEeal -raTa 
-rraoas KaoTOv EpSopriKovTa. Tcov 6E MaKE5oVIKCoV VECoV OUCaCOV SiaKOaiCOv Kai TEaooapaKOVTa TiV 

vauapXiav ETXE KAEiTOS. OrTOS 6E vaupaX1i1CaS rrpos EUETiCOVa TOV 'AOrivaicov vauapXov EViKroaE 
8uriv vaulpaxiatis Kai oaXvas T-rCV TrrO?A?Eicv vECov 8I?p90EIp TTEpi rTa KaAOopUEvaS 'EXiva8aS vqicous. 

The fortunes of the Greeks were thus enjoying fair weather. Since the Macedonians had naval 

superiority, the Athenians fitted out other ships in addition to those they already had (at sea),8 with the 
result that the total was 170. Cleitus was in command of the Macedonian fleet which was 240 in 
number. He engaged the Athenian commander Euetion and defeated him in two naval battles, and 

destroyed many of the enemy ships near the islands called Echinades. 

II. THE DECREE 

At line 6 of (ii) above the word TrapaaKFIavaaol has universally been taken to mean 'to 

prepare for immediate service'. The assembly has accordingly been represented as ordering the 

launching of 240 ships already in the dockyard.9 This rendering leads to two difficulties. In the first 

place, with the text as it stands in the manuscripts, it seems impossible that Athens who had only 

50 tetrereis in 325/410 should be in a position to contemplate launching 200 for service in the 

spring of 322.11 Wesseling accordingly transposed tetrereis/triereis and has been followed by 

subsequent editors (Fischer 1906, Geer I962, and Goukowski 1978), in spite of the fact recently 

pointed out by Ashton that the decree like the naval inventories was an official document and 
that in the latter triereis are regularly listed before tetrereis. 

The second difficulty arises whether or not a transposition is accepted. If the Assembly took 
the decision to launch 240 ships, they must have believed that they were capable of providing in a 
few months, largely at any rate from their own resources, the ships, money, men and gear 
needed for this substantial force. It could hardly be expected that the proposed diplomatic 
offensive would produce results in time. Yet when the time came Athens could maintain her 
fleet at a strength of 170 ships (see (v) above and note 36 below). This outcome is the more 

6 Goukowski 124: 'Je croirais plutot qu'il s'agit ici de 'construisirent' (below p. 90). 
navires et de fonds envoyes a Antipatros au moment de 9 T. Walek RPh. xlviii (1924) 23-30 (henceforward 
l'affaire d'Harpalos'. But if this was so Hieronymus Walek) 'armer, mettre en ligne'; M. Cary The History of 
would surely have known about it. the Greek world from 323-146 BC2 (London I95i) 

7 The Greek word EuCrnEpiac 'periods of fair weather' (henceforward Cary) 6, 'on sea the Greeks mobilised a 
bears the implication that the weather will not always be fleet of 240 vessels'; Russell M. Geer Diodorus Siculus 
fair. Loeb ed. ix (London I962), 'prepare'; N. G. Ashton, 

8 KaTcrauKEUEvaE here should be given its proper 'The naumachia near Amorgos in 322 BC', BSA lxxii 

meaning (LSJ s.v. 'TrapaCrKEVuaEi) to prepare some- (1977) (henceforward Ashton) 'commission'; Gouk- 
thing which one has', so in connection with ships 'to fit owski ad loc. 'armer'. 
out and prepare for service those already in the 10 IG ii2 1629 808-I2. 

dockyards'. Tais ucrrapXouvaits accordingly refers to the 11 Cary (Appendix 2, 38 ) nevertheless accepts the 

ships already at sea. Goukowski translates KaTrEaKEuacrav position. 
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surprising if the decision was for launching 200 triereis and 40 tetrereis, since the inventories show 
that at the end of 325/4 she had 360 triereis and 50 tetrereis, and at the end of 323/2 315 triereis 
and 50 tetrereis, 49 of these at sea.12 Ashton argues 13 that I70 is not the overall total for the ships 
at sea but 'a campaign total for a specific theatre of the naval war'. This view is hardly to be 
reconciled with Diodorus ((v) above) who gives what is plainly a global statement of the naval 

position: 'In the face of Macedonian naval superiority [the Athenians] fitted out other ships in 
addition to those they already had [at sea] with the result that the total was I70. Cleitus was in 
command of the Macedonian fleet which was 240 in number.' This statement can hardly mean 

anything else than that all the ships which Athens could eventually muster numbered 170, and 
that this fleet had to face Cleitus' 240 ships. If Athens had had any other naval forces at sea, she 
would surely have employed them to reinforce Euetion's outnumbered fleet. 

The decree then, it seems, must embody a comparatively long-term programme of 

expanding the number of ships that could be sent to sea by a newly organised Hellenic League, 
for which diplomatic moves were set on foot. The Athenian demos seems to have been 

persuaded that the death of Alexander offered an opportunity for Athens to rebuild and exercise 
a thalassocracy in the eastern Mediterranean such as Themistocles had secured with his 200 
triereis long ago. Knowledge of the defeats of 322 prompts the question, what the point was of 

proposing measures at that moment which looked beyond the immediate threats by land and 
sea. The land threat was in fact contained when Antipater was besieged in Lamia and Leonnatus 
defeated; and the prospects by sea may have appeared good enough. The Macedonians had IIo 
triereis with Antipater and 130 (probably for the most part heavier) ships in Asia to set against 
Athens' navy, which after some casualties numbered 315 triereis and 50 tetrereis at the end of the 
archon year, and at the beginning may have had 392 ships or more (see below pp. 91-2 and note 

36). The number of these which were first line ships and could be launched, manned and fitted 
out may not have been realised in the heat of the moment, but the naval position could well have 
given ground for belief that Athens could hold her own at sea in the immediate future while she 
built up the number of her active naval units with the help of her allies. 

If, as Diodorus makes clear, Athens contemplated challenging the Macedonian fleet for 
command of the Aegean but was not, as events showed, in a position to send to sea a battle fleet 
of more than I70 ships including at least 50 tetrereis, it is not surprising that she should plan to 
provide and prepare with the help of her allies a substantial fleet in the coming years. In that case 
the word -TapaCKEuacral in Diodorus can be given what Liddell-Scott-Jones regards as its 
'proper meaning' i.e. 'to provide and prepare what one has not'. The active verb in naval contexts 
has this 'proper meaning' which in fact covers two more specific activities: acquiring ships by 
building or contribution from allies and fitting them out for sea. For the latter activity 
KaTraccKEU6E1IV is frequently used (e.g. (v) above) and LSJ gives it the proper meaning of'fit out 
and prepare what one has'.14 

12 IG ii2 I629, 1631. The inventory for 323/2 made 
up at the end of the archon year inJuly shows that there 
were some two hundred more triereis in the dockyard 
after the dispatch of the fleet. Many of these would have 
been cavalry- and troop-transports, others old and slow, 
all unsuitable for inclusion in a battle fleet seeking 
action. There may also have been those for which gear 
and skilled oarsmen were not forthcoming, or the 
money to pay them. It is an indication of the value 
placed on the heavier ships at this time that all but one of 
the fifty tetrereis available were at sea at the end of the 
year. 

13 Ashton 7, cf. Walek 29. 
14 

Thucydides uses the word rrapaaKEud63lv in the 
active voice on two occasions (ii 80.I and iii 16.3, cf 
Xen. HG i 4. I I) to describe the activity which Diodorus 
describes here, i.e the assembly of ships from the various 

cities of a league and their preparation for sea. In 
Demosthenes' speech On the trierarchic crown (li) the 
treasurer is said to have been instructed to give the 
crown to the trierarch TCr Trrp-TCp T-rapaoKKEUaoavTI T rV 
Tpir)pn, and this activity is shown to consist of launching 
the ship (i.e. drawing the ship allocated to him from the 
dockyard), fitting it out, manning it and giving it a sea- 
trial. It is not preparing the ship for sea only but drawing 
it as well. The use of the word in Demosthenes Against 
Euergus (xlvii) 23 may be compared, where the speaker 
says that in all his many trierarchies he has never yet 
drawn items of gear from the public store &?A\' auTros 
i6i a rrapEaKEua3ov ('but I myself acquired them at my 
own expense'). In Diod. xiv 39.4 Conon is said to have 
sailed to Cilicia with forty of the hundred ships 
Pharnabazus had instructed the Cypriot kings to send 
him, since the whole fleet was not yet TrapEcaKEuamoE- 

J. S. MORRISON 90 
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For the composition of the fleet which Athens was proposing to acquire the choice lies 
between two alternatives, either that shown by the manuscript tradition, i.e. 40 triereis and 200 

tetrereis, or that given by Wesseling's transposition, i.e. 40 tetrereis and 200 triereis. Which, in 
the circumstances of the time, is the more likely? 

It is unfortunate that Diodorus does not specify the types of ship in Cleitus' fleet, but it is 

likely that his ships apart from the fast triereis were largely of the heavier sort. Alexander had 

acquired some of these larger ships from Cyprus and Phoenicia; and his hypomnemata recorded in 
Diodorus (xviii 4.4)15 included a plan 'to build Iooo000 warships bigger than triereis' in Phoenicia, 

Syria, Cilicia, and Cyprus for service in the western Mediterranean against, among others, the 

Carthaginians. The fleet of 240 ships which Antigonus was able to assemble in 315 was 
composed of I 13 ships larger than triereis, of which go were tetrereis. 16 At the battle of Salamis 
in Cyprus in 307 Ptolemy's 140 warships were all either pentereis or tetrereis, while Demetrius' 
left wing, where he himself fought, was composed of seven heptereis, thirty Athenian tetrereis, 
ten hexereis and ten pentereis.17 After Antigonus' death the Ptolemies' and Demetrius' passion 
for building ever larger oared warships became an obsession. 

At Athens the trend towards tetrereis is marked in the seven years before 323; and it is 

accompanied by a reduction in the number of triereis. Tetrereis appear for the first time in the 
naval inventory of 330/29 (IG ii2 1627.266-78) where eighteen of them and 399 triereis are 
listed. In the inventory of 326/5 (i628.482-9 I) there are 360 triereis while the number of tetrereis 
is erased (probably 40-50).18 In the inventory of the following year the number of triereis is 

unchanged and the number of tetrereis 50 (1628.48 I). In the inventory of 323/2 (163 1.167-74) 
there are 315 triereis and the entry for tetrereis is [ . . .] Fl Ill at sea with one in the dockyard. 
Ashton19 very reasonably restores as [AAAA] Fill making 49, fifty all told. The entries for 323/2 

vos. The word might be taken to mean just 'prepared' 
but in view of the passages cited and of the circum- 
stances it is likely that it means 'assembled' i.e. delivered 
by the kings and fitted out. In general contexts the word 
rrapacrKEvd3E1v (active) means to acquire as well as to 
make ready what has been acquired: e.g. xi 48.3 
oCUo-Trrla SEvcov TrapaCKEJdar3ev, xii 46.2 pnrlXvaS TE yap 
rravTroSarrcS TrapEaKEUaaE TroitOpKrlJTKaS cf. also xiii 
75.2, xvi 31.7, xix 51.2. The active verb is also used 
often in Diodorus of the acquisition of abstract things: 
health i 82.2, safety ii 19.9, pleasure xiii 82.5, peace xix 
65.4. 

15 Cf. also Arr. Anab. vii 1.1-4, Curt. x 1.17-18. The 

plan has often been dismissed as a work of later 
imagination. Hornblower (n. I) 69, for example, 
regards it as 'incredible, unbelievable, fantastic' and 
thinks that the 'plan section' in Diodorus comes from 
the Alexandrian vulgate, not Hieronymus but Cleitar- 
chus. P. A. Brunt (Arrian Loeb edition ii [London 1965] 
Appendix xxiii 5), however, most recently, is cautiously 
unsceptical. It may be remembered in this connection 
that Diodorus, again probably relying on Cleitarchus, 
speaks of Hephaestion's tomb in the foundation course 
of which 'were set golden bows of pentereis close 
together, two hundred and forty in all' (xvii 115.I-2: 
see Morrison and Williams Greek oared ships [Cam- 
bridge 1968] 285, henceforward GOS). This account 
again is incredible and fantastic, but probably true. 

16 Diod. xix 62.7-8. 
17 

Ptolemy, Diod. xx 49.2; Demetrius, ib. xx 50.3. 
18 In the years 326/5, 325/4, 323/2 the part of the 

inventory relating to ship-sheds is preserved (IG ii2 
1628 552-9, 1629 I020-6, 1631 252-6) 372 in all, 82 in 
Munychia, 198 in Zea and 94 in Cantharos. But this 
number does not indicate the number of ships held, 

which was regularly from 400 to 410 in these years. It is 

unlikely that between 330/29 with 417 ships and 325/4 
with 4I0 there would have been an unexplained 
reduction to 372 in 326/5. The overall number of ships 
held in 326/5 is likely then to have been in the 
neighbourhood of 400 and the number of tetrereis 
accordingly 40-50. 

19 p. 5. An alternative to Ashton's supplement is 
proposed by J.-M. Schmitt (Les premieres tetr&res a 
Athenes, REG lxxxvii [I974] 80 n. i) [FAAA]rIIII i.e. 
89, which brings the total holding of tetrereis to 90, and 
the overall total of ships to 406 (315 triereis and 90 

tetrereis). Since the overall total in 330-329 is 410 (392 
tr. + I8 tetr.), in 326/5 ?400 (360 tr. +40? tetr.), and in 

325/4 4Io (360 tr. +50 tetr.), Schmitt draws the 
reasonable conclusion that there was a policy in these 
years to keep the overall total of ships around 400/4I0, 
and that therefore with only 315 triereis in 323/2 the 
number of tetrereis must be put at 90. The difficulty 
with this final extrapolation is that the 323/2 inventory 
was made at the end of a year when two of the three 
unsuccessful naval engagements had almost certainly 
been fought by Euetion, in one at least of which the 
Athenian fleet lost many ships, probably in both. It is 
possible, as Ashton (8) has argued, that the last off 
Amorgus took place too late for the casualties to affect 
the inventory, but this is not certain. The overall total in 
the inventory, whatever the policy may have been, is 
then likely to reflect substantial battle casualties and 
unlikely to show the normal figure. The normal figure 
cannot accordingly be used to deduce the number of 
tetrereis in the inventory. An overall total of 365 ships 
(3 15 tr. + 50) seems preferable for the position at the 
end of that year. 
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were made after losses incurred by Euetion's fleet in the actions taking place in time to be 

reported and recorded. These losses account for the unusually low total figure of 365 ships in that 

year as against 410 in 325/4, probably 410 or so in 326/5 (see note i8) and 417 in 330/29. The 

inventory gives the number of triereis at sea in 323/2 as [. .] AAA 1111. For the two numerical 

symbols to be supplied the choice lies between IPA making 94, HA making 144, HIq making 
184 and HH making 234. Believing that the figure in Diodorus of 170 for Euetion's fleet at the 

beginning of the naval campaign of 322 belongs only to a squadron at the Hellespont and that 
Athens had other ships at sea, Ashton opts for the supplement HPI making 184, which with the 

49 tetrereis brings the total of ships at sea to 233, in, he thinks, two squadrons. This conclusion, 

resting ultimately on the assumption that Athens actually launched 240 ships at the beginning of 
the war, cannot be reconciled with (v). The inventory may however be brought into harmony 
with (v) if the smallest of the four possible supplements is adopted, viz. P9A making a total of 94, 
and thus an overall total of 143 for all ships at sea at the end of the archon year.20 This figure 
would then give 27 (170 less 143) for the number of ships lost by Euetion after the fleet had been 

brought up, either by additions or replacements (see note 36 below), to the strength of 170 ships. 
Ashton has pointed out that although the battle of Amorgus took place in the archon year 323/2 
on the testimony of the Marmor Parium, it may have been fought so late that the losses incurred in 
it could not be recorded in the inventory of that year. They may not have been very great (see 
below p. 93f.). 

If the earlier losses are divided roughly (and of course arbitrarily) between triereis and 
tetrereis, seventeen triereis and ten tetrereis may be regarded as having been lost, and the 170 

ships of Euetion's reinforced fleet be regarded as having been composed of I I I triereis and 59 
tetrereis. 

The following table summarises the numerical aspects of the argument, with hypothetical 
figures in brackets: 

Archon Inscriptions Triereis Tetrereis Pent- Total 
Year IG ii2 Dockyard Sea Total Dockyard Sea Total ereis Units 

330/29 1627.266-78 385 7 392 8 Io I8 - 40 

326/5 I628.482-9 325 32+3* 360 (40+) 5+ (50) 410 

325/4 I629.783-812 325 32+3* 360 43 7 50 7 417 

323/2 I63I.I67-I74 (221) (94) 315) ) 4 () ( 392 
Casualties after reinforcement (I7) (J ()(392) 

* 
Hippegoi voted &XPrcrroi Kard& Tw6AEov 

Insight into the composition of Macedonian fleets is only occasional in the last quarter of the 

century but the glimpse nearest to 323, Antigonus' fleet in 315, shows a large force oftetrereis. 
Athens' fleets can be examined closely in the seven years before 323 and show a rapid increase in 
the use of tetrereis. The fact that her battle fleet of 322 contained all but one of her force of 
tetrereis but only a little more than a third of her triereis shows the value which was now placed 
on the larger vessels. Owing to a change in tactical concepts it appears that the fast, light, trieres 
was becoming obsolete as a first-line ship, although triereis continued to be used in large 
numbers. The conclusion reached is that Wesseling's transposition is unnecessary. The Athenian 
assembly, pursuing the aim of naval superiority in the Aegean, is more likely to have planned to 
provide and prepare a large force of tetrereis supported by forty triereis than a large force of 
triereis and forty tetrereis, fewer tetrereis in fact than the 50-60 she was probably in a position to 
deploy in 322, and possessed in 325/4. 

20 There are seven pentereis in the dockyard in 325/4 at sea or in the dockyard in 323/2. 
(IG ii2 1629 808) but there is no mention of them either 
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The problem of accommodating a large number of new ships in the dockyards is not a 
serious one. Since new building was continuous, there must have been a regular procedure for 
scrapping the older ships, and those that were not rated 'fast', stratiotides and hippagogoi, could 
have been stood in the open air (nrraieplot in IG ii2I6Ii .6 of 357/6). In fact the number of ship- 
sheds recorded was regularly less than the number oftriereis.21 Although gear for tetrereis was 
routinely so designated in the inventories, there is nothing to indicate that tetrereis needed special 
sheds. If, as is likely, they were pulled by double-manned oars at two levels, any increase in beam 
for a trieres would have been compensated by the absence of the trieres' outrigger (See Fig. I). It 
is most unlikely that the tetreres would have been longer than the trieres, which, with its files of 
+30 oarsmen, seems to have reached the limit of length that was technically feasible. 

/? < \ 

BC-first century AD. 

III. THE NAVAL ENGAGEMENTS OF 322 BC 

(vi) The Marmor Parium; FGrH 239 B 9. 
The final decisive action of the naval campaign of 322 is generally recognised to have taken 

place near Amorgus in the Sporades (but see note 23 below). It is recorded on the Marmor Parium 
as the sole naval battle of the archon year 323/2: 

aTrO TOU rroT A?rou TOO yEVO,pUVOU TrEpi Aauiacv 'AOqvaiois Trpos 'AvTi'rraTpov Kai a&'rr T'S vauvaxias 
'Tr1S yEvop?vr1S MoaKE86aIV -rrp6O 'AOT)vaiouS TrEpi 'Aiopy6v, ilv EViKCoV MaKESoVES, ETrrI -rEVTtrKOvTa 

ivvEa, apXovTOS 'AOivlnaiv KrTq)iaoS8cpou. 

From the war which broke out between the Athenians and Antipater for Lamia and from the sea- 
battle which took place between the Macedonians and the Athenians near Amorgus and in which the 
Macedonians were victorious, 59 years, when Cephisodotus was archon at Athens. 

This was clearly the best known, because for the Athenians it was the most decisive battle of the 
campaign. Plutarch refers to it twice, mentioning Cleitus on one occasion as the Macedonian 
commander. His evidence, however, gives some, perhaps slight, indication that the defeat was 
not a rout and that the Athenian losses were not heavy. At Demetr. II .3 he mentions that the 

21 See D. J. Blackman in GOS I 8 i: 'The number of been at sea, but we do hear of ships standing in the open 
ship-sheds was probably always somewhat less than the air.' 
number of ships in the fleet: the balance will often have 
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wrecks from the battle were towed back to Piraeus. A heavily defeated fleet usually had to 
surrender its wrecks to the enemy, for whom they were a mark of victory.22 At Mor. 33 8a he 
speaks of Cleitus being hailed as the god Poseidon 'after oversetting three or four Greek triereis 
at Amorgus'. The battle was nevertheless decisive, and it could hardly have been other than the 
last.23 

(vii) IG ii2 398 and 493.19-21 

Ashton and Goukowski24 give the evidence, which seems conclusive, for believing that the 
other of the two naval battles of the campaign took place at the Hellespont near Abydus: 

(I). IG ii2 398 (320/19: a fragment of an Athenian decree): Kai pA&Xrl]S TrfS ?v 'EAAr)[oaT6vTcr yevoplvris 
rrIoXAAoUsi 61i[]oa[cpE Kai XuTvpccadrIevo]s d7TEaTEIAE[V Kai arlTos 6yeveTo T]OU CooOefval. 

And when the battle in the Hellespont took place he rescued many, and after paying their ransoms 
sent them home, being responsible for their release. 

(2) IG ii2 493.19-2I (303/2: an Athenian decree in honour of Nicon of Abydus): Kacl rri 'rroh ou V0TOO 
TrpOTEpou TCOV ?K Tfis voaupaxia's TroAAoXXO TCV TwoAITCov ouv6ioacpa6V Kai e'p68o61a Sou3S &rrionEiAv EiS 
T-rV TOAroV. 

And in the foregoing war he helped to rescue many (Athenian) citizens, gave them money for their 
journey and sent them back to Athens. 

An obvious strategical objective for Euetion's fleet was the prevention of Macedonian 
armies from crossing the Straits into Europe and coming to Antipater's relief. To this end 
command of the Hellespont was necessary. Since first Leonnatus and then Craterus25 made the 

crossing, it appears from these facts and the inscriptional evidence that Euetion and Cleitus 
disputed command of the Straits in a formal naval battle, and that Euetion was defeated. 

Another obvious strategic objective for Euetion was the fleet of the fast triereis which 
Alexander had sent as an escort for a cargo of bullion from Asia to Macedonia, and which 
Antipater subsequently took with him on his march south on news of the Greek revolt ((iv) 
above). Lamia stands at the head of the Malian Gulf. When therefore Antipater was besieged 
there, his fleet is likely to have remained in the area. 

The two naumachiai, i.e. battles in which the fleets confronted each other in line of battle, 
mentioned by Diodorus are likely to be those at the Hellespont and Amorgus. The first is so 
called in the Marmor Parium, and the second in IG ii2 493 (probably). 

It has been debated whether, when Diodorus, after mentioning these two naumachiai, goes 
on to say 'and he (Cleitus) destroyed many of the enemy ships in the neighbourhood of the 
Echinades islands', he is speaking of a third engagement, not a formal naumachia, or is adding a 
comment on one of those he has mentioned. The difficulty is that the only known Echinades 
islands are off the coast of Acarnania where neither of the two naumachiai could possibly have 
taken place. The suggestion that 'EXtvacbas is a scribal error for lTropdaaxs, and that the 

22 See J. S. Morrison and J. F. Coates The Athenian engagement. It is equally impossible, as a matter of 
trireme (Cambridge I986) 86, 126, i66. interpretation, to take the statement in (vi) referring to 23 Goukowski I28 in a note on (v) above seems to the balance of sea-power as alluding to a state of affairs 
take it as a list of three engagements in chronological after the two battles and before the skirmish, all three of 
order, i.e. he regards the skirmish 'near the Echinades' as which it subsequently proceeds to mention. And 
taking place after the two pitched battles. He says: thirdly, Amorgus owes its importance to the fact that it 
'Diodore fait allusion a trois batailles navales livrees par was the final decisive battle. It is hardly conceivable that 
Cleitos a Euetion, dont deux sont anterieures a la an Athenian fleet would have been sent to the Malian 
decision de construire les nouveaux navires qui combat- gulf to meet Cleitus immediately afterwards. 
tirent au cours de la troisieme'. He identifies the first 24 Ashton 7, Goukowski 126. 
battles as taking place at Abydus and Amorgus. 25 Cary (Appendix ii 38I) argues that Leonnatus had 

In the first place, since the three engagements crossed earlier and that Euetion was attempting to 
undoubtedly took place in the same campaigning season prevent Craterus crossing when he was challenged by it is impossible to suppose that ships laid down after the Cleitus. 
first two battles were ready in time for the third 
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reference is accordingly to Amorgus, is not philologically attractive. Against it is also the 
admittedly slight evidence that Euetion did not lose many ships at Amorgus. More cogent is the 
introduction of the last sentence with Kai which favours a third engagement. Walek and 
Goukowski accept this interpretation, Ashton regards it as a possibility claiming, like Cary, that 
the text is ambiguous.26 Walek and Goukowski adopt the suggestion that 'EXlvd6as is an error 
for AlXcaSas, a group of three islands mentioned by Strabo and bearing the same name today, 
situated between C. Cenaeum at the north-western tip of Euboea and the mainland coast to the 
south (see map).27 The reason for the mistake is unlikely to be scribal, but north and west of the 
Lichades islands on the northern coast of the gulf there is a cape named in modern times Ekino 
and west of it a city Echinus (mod. Ekino) mentioned three times by Strabo.28 It is possible that 
the islands also bore the name Echinades because of association with, or proximity to, Echinus. 
Most likely, perhaps, is a confusion in Diodorus or his source between the name of the city and 
the name of the islands, which, if the mainland and Euboea were, as is likely, now hostile to the 
Macedonians, would provide a base for the Macedonian ships (cf. the Sybota islands in similar 
circumstances for the Corcyraean fleet: Thuc. i 35-54). Walek saw the capture of Styra by the 
Athenian general Phaedrus at this time and the adherence of Carystus to the new league, both 
places in Euboea (but a long way from the Malian gulf) as evidence of Athenian activity in this 
area.29 The most cogent argument for an engagement between Euetion's and Cleitus' fleets at 
the head of the Malian gulf is the certain presence there of Antipater's squadron of I Io fast 
triereis, fair game for Euetion's more numerous ships at first launching. But the fact that in 
Diodorus's text it is Cleitus who 'destroyed many of the Athenian ships near the Echinades 
islands' indicates that Euetion did not get there in time to prevent Cleitus' main fleet joining the 
squadron of triereis.30 It would seem then that Euetion declined a formal battle in the gulf but 
could not escape without losses. This then is likely to have been the first contest between the two 
fleets, followed by a pitched battle at the Hellespont, and a final pitched battle off Amorgus. 

(viii) IG ii2 505 (302/I) 
A third inscription of great interest relates to the campaign as a whole. It is an Athenian decree of 302/I 

in honour of two Athenian metics, Nicandrus and Polyzelus, who had been enthusiastic supporters of 

0 3 6 9 12 15 

26 Walek 28, Ashton 8 n. 55, Goukowski 128. Cary 29 29, IG ii2 682 and Strabo x I.6; Diod. xviii 11.2. 

(Appendix ii 382) prefers the alternative of two battles 30 Cary (Appendix ii 382) argues convincingly that 
only. Cleitus' 240 ships must have included the squadron of 

27 Strabo ix . 10 lometriereis. 27 Strabo ix a.a.. x ~0 triereis. 
28 Strabo ix 5.10, 5.13, and 5.22. 
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Athenian naval activities in the years before 323/2. After the usual preliminaries it proceeds as follows, 
becoming defective and breaking off in a most tantalising manner: 

[|raT]i18i NiKaV8POs AVTIraVOuS I'liEU Kai nohAU3[rnA]o S ATroAAo9vovS 'EEpoaioS SiaTETEAeKaaiv 
Ev [rlIIavTi TCOI KalpCoi EUvouS OVTEr TCaI 8nicolIr TrCI 'ArTVIaiCAov Kai KaCTOIKOUVTES 'AiVTIaV oivS Tr iro?ka 

Tci[V aJ|V]Upep6vTcov TCOl 6jPCoi XP11'jCIOI YSyovacra, iet T[E] TrlV oiKoliouiacv TCOV VEwCOOiKCOV Kai TTiS 
CrKEuo ti[K]hes eiaCspovTes TaS r eicaopaS KaOe EKaoCTOV TOV iE[v]auT6v T6aS E?S Ta 6?Ka KTaaVTao KarAcAS 
Kai TrPOOU|I[I]CoS roseT OeoIaTOKO asS &PXOvTOs ih?XPI Knalpiao6| [CP]Ou, Kal ?Tri TOU EAArTV1IKOU 
TroAEhov eis TaS Vaoi | [Tas] IIET EUej[Ti]Covos EK1TT7seuCaa'a ES T? T1TV TrPCjOTh| .... .] aCai KaMAco Kai 

qplAoTipiCoos avv6ETrrEE?AOTenla|[av OTTCOS] av EKTrAEUYCCaYIV, Kai TrrdAlv [a]Tro TfiS vavupiaXI([ias KaTa]TrrEU- 

acoaCo TCOV VECOV TiS .. A . T-rS tea .1- 81- TrapavyEifAaatl - - 

Since Nicandrus son of Antiphanes of Ilium and Polyzelus son of Apollophanes of Epheseus have 

consistently supported the demos at every turn; and, being resident in Athens, have given assistance in 

many projects beneficial to the demos both in the building of the ship-sheds and the gear-store,31 
paying their contributions each year to the ten talents32 with admirable enthusiasm from the 
archonship of Themistocles to the archonship of Cephisodorus (347/6-323/2); and (in particular) at the 
time of the Greek war, in respect of the fleet sailing out with Euetion, with admirable public spirit 
shared the responsibility for seeing that it sailed out to its first . . . and when the expedition returned to 

port after the sea-battle.... 

The decree, like (vii) (2), dates from the years at the end of the fourth century when Athens 
felt free to honour those who had assisted her in her naval efforts before the battle of Amorgus. It 
testifies to the naval policy of those years as shown by the building of the ship-sheds and the gear- 
store. It recalls the two metics' good service to Athens in a naval programme which culminated 
in their activity in the 'Greek war' i.e. the war conducted by the new Hellenic league against 
Macedon, and in the dispatch of Euetion's fleet and on its return to port after the 'sea-battle'. 
Two phrases are of importance to the present argument: (i) EKTrAEvUcacgas EiS TToV 

TrpcoTrl.. . jacriv and (2) Kai TrrAlv [a']Tro T-lS vaujjaX[ias KaTaj]TrEuacacCoV TCOV VECoV. . 

Dittenberger's supplement TrpwCoTr[v aEErTaaiv in (i) is unsatisfactory. The word eTEraais is 
used of a military review (see LSJ s.v.), but the word for the sea-trials which a ship had to 
undergo after fitting-out when first commissioned is avaTrElpa (e.g. Demosthenes li 5); and if 
sea-trials are meant the sense of TTpcbTrnv is obscure. It seems unlikely that ?`sTacais could be used 
here tropically for the test of battle, nor is there any parallel for a review of all the ships of a 
departing fleet together. Further, ESKrAouS, EKTrrAEV, are the words for the actual departure of a 
fleet from port as KaTaTrAaSJs, KaTcT-AE v are for its return.33 A more likely supplement would 
seem to be [v CvaTr], the phrase 'sailing out of port for their first encounter (with the enemy)' 
then balancing 'the ships returning to port after the sea-battle'. cuaTcraois is used of military 
encounters by Herodotus and Plato and by Plutarch for naval encounter in the battle of Salamis 
in Cyprus.34 

The naumachia after which the fleet returned to port must be Amorgus. For the purpose of 
the decree, twenty years after the campaign, Amorgus had become the sea-battle par excellence as 
it had for the Marmor Parium. The phrase 'first encounter' is well chosen if it refers to the skirmish 
in the Malian gulf, which was Euetion's first contact with the enemy but which was not a formal 
naumachia as the two subsequent encounters were. The arguments for three engagements and for 
the supplement aCuaTJaaiv are independent of each other; but fit neatly together, making (viii) 
contain an informative reference to the whole campaign of 322. 

31 Cf. IG ii2 457. 65-6. (KT7AE1v and KaTa1rrAeV for leaving and returning to port 
32 Cf. IG ii2 43.68. see SIC4 Index s.v. EK-TrAEiV. 
33 IG ii2 72 (433/2) 5 and 19 acrTpa-rTEyoi EK-TAEOvTES 34 Hdt. vi 117, vii 167; Plato Laws 833a; Plut. Demetr. 

(with a fleet to Corcyra), 622B (200-170 BC) K-TrAE1J- i 6. 
aavTt eMri cTpa-reiav Kurrpov. For the regular use of 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The decision of the Athenian assembly, as recorded in Diodorus' text, to assemble forty 
triereis and two hundred tetrereis, as a battle fleet to win command of the Aegean for the Greeks, 
fits well both the fashion of the time in naval construction and the mood of heady jingoism 
which the decree as a whole breathes. Diodorus' source, Hieronymus, describes the latter with 
some cynicism. Yet if Athens was to match the hour and achieve naval supremacy, the planning 
had to be done at once. Steps had to be taken before she had, as it were, passed the qualifying test 
which naval encounters in the coming spring and summer were to bring. Walek35 saw a real 
change in the balance of power at sea between 323 and 322, which needed explanation. The 
argument in this paper is that there was no real change, only a sharp contrast between the dream 
of 323 and the unhappy realities of 322. In the event Athens failed the qualifying round. 

In spite of the support evoked by the 'clever speaking' of the Athenian diplomatic offensive, 
when it came to the crunch in the following spring the Macedonians, with 240 ships, still held 
naval superiority, and Athens was able to muster a smaller fleet which by reinforcement, or by 
replacement after an early engagement, she was able to bring up to the number of 170 ships but 
no more. The total of the naval units sent to sea in the spring and summer is likely to have 
comprised 111 i triereis and 59 tetrereis.36 It is probably Hieronymus who in Diodorus dismisses 
the performance of Euetion's fleet in a short catalogue of defeats. But, nevertheless, a strategy 
may be detected which even in the circumstances had an outside chance of success, the sort of 
success which a Themistocles or a Phormio might have won in earlier times against the odds. 
With roughly two ships to the enemy's three the one thing Euetion could not afford to do was to 
divide his forces. On the other hand the chance division of the Macedonian fleet into two 
squadrons, I o fast triereis and 130 mostly heavier ships, was probably still a strategic factor at 
the outset of the campaign. 

In that case, as soon as Euetion's ships were launched, his first target would naturally have 
been the detached, and weaker, enemy squadron close at hand in the Malian gulf. With that 
defeated he could then have turned on an outnumbered Cleitus, and had a chance of gaining 
control of the Hellespont and preventing reinforcements reaching Antipater from Asia. But 
Cleitus seems to have seen the danger and moved west to join the I o triereis in the Malian gulf 
before they could be attacked by Euetion, inflicting losses on the Athenian fleet but not bringing 
it to battle. Both fleets must then have moved to the Hellespont. Euetion gave battle there but 
was defeated, and Antipater's reinforcements got through. Euetion may now have retired to the 
Sporades hoping for further ships from Piraeus, or he may have been caught offAmorgus on his 
way home. He fought and was defeated again by Cleitus in the final and decisive engagement of 
the campaign, a battle which marks the end of Athens as as a sea-power in antiquity. 

J. S. MORRISON 
Great Shelford, Cambridge 

35 
24, followed by Goukowski 128. lost in the Malian gulf; and the total losses up to the time 

36 Cary suggested (Appendix ii) that the reinforce- when the number of ships at sea was recorded in the 
ment bringing the number of Euetion's fleet up to 170 inventory as 143 would have exceeded 27 by the same 
(v) may have been replacements for losses suffered, in number. The attraction of this hypothesis is that it 
his view, in the first of the two naumachiai, i.e in the makes it more likely that Euetion would have risked 
Hellespont. If losses were incurred by Euetion in the battle at the Hellespont if his fleet had been brought up 
Malian gulf before the two naumachiai, as is argued here, to strength (i.e. 170) after the losses in the gulf than if it 
the reinforcements could equally well have been had not. Athenian fleets readily took on superior 
replacements for these. This latter hypothesis would numbers in the Peloponnesian war and were often 
mean that the total forces sent to sea by Athens in 322 successful, but times, and tactics, had changed. 
would have exceeded I70 by about the number of ships 
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